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ABSTRACT. In the time of global economics new challenges appear. A lot of economic aspects and definitions
change their forms and contents respectively. New approaches to the interpretations of the status of employed and
unemployed must be worked out and uniformed considering international standards. © 2011 Bull. Georg. Natl.
Acad. Sci.
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Correct interpretation of definitions of employed and
unemployed is important for scientific reasons. I mean
not only formulations, but also the content of each formulation. The more uniform the formulation is the more
understandable contribution according to the international scale of each author is. The indicators evaluated
on its basis will be mutually comparable. However, misunderstandings which still exist both in economic literature and the activity of Systems of National Accounts
(SNA) can be easily corrected.
In the paper I would like to offer my ideas on the
adequateness of the content of some definitions that are
widely used in economic science, such as economically
active population, economically inactive population,
employed, partially employed person, employment rate,
unemployed, unemployment rate, labour force, etc.
By recommendation of the International Labour Organization (ILO) “Economically active are persons aged
15 and more, who are engaged in economic activity, and
persons, who are unemployed” [1: 41]. Below I shall separately interpret the terms employed and unemployed. For
now I consider their substantial aspects. I mean, primarily, definition of age limit, or specification of the lower

and upper limits of working age (more precisely, full working age).
In my opinion, the lower limit age 15 years adopted in
many countries (in some places 16) [2: 582] needs some
correction. As adolescents are not fully formed yet for
labour activity, hard physical loading can affect their
health. In addition, young people aged 15-17 years attend
school (with some exceptions) and have no time to work.
They are partly, i.e. not fully employable. Labour legislation does not prohibit their work, if a teenager is engaged
in family duties, but if he/she does not work, he/she should
not be assigned to the unemployed category, and this
should not be considered a negative index of the State.
For these reasons it would be expedient to define the
lower age limit of full employability age at 18 years.
As for the upper limit, its open-endedness, in my
opinion, is unjustified. I do not mean that retired persons
must not work at all and this category of population must
be excluded from the labour force contingent. Such reasoning would certainly be going against the stream. I want
to underline the position that a jobless retiree must not be
considered a typical unemployed as is the case in many
normal (economically developed) countries of the world.
© 2011 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Why? Firstly, because a retiree is not such perfect working force as a person of working age of the same qualification, and secondly, he/she did his/her civil duty and has
earned the right to rest and a livelihood. Such a pension is
implied which in size does not fall short of the living minimum but is well comparable with a rational consumer basket. Neither does this condition prohibit the pensioner
from working in the limits of his capacity to work, especially if he is a creative personality and is engaged in
mental work.
The explanation by the Statistical National Service of
Georgia to the effect that an upper age limit of the economically active population is not set because of the fairly
high economic activity of retirees sounds unconvincingly.
The main thing is to explain why, for example, in Georgia,
unlike developed European countries, economic activity
of retirees is so high. The essence of the “secret” should
be sought in the granting of a pension that is much lower
than the subsistence level. This is why employed persons await retirement impatiently in highly developed
countries, while aged citizens of Georgia and other countries with hard economic conditions take this fact as a
tragedy.
Stable economic development of a country and creation of a stable resource base in the wake of an improved
pension system will put everything right and will make
problem of employment of retirees less topical. This, in
turn, will promote making correct conclusions on the functioning of labour (workforce) market.
Thus, one of my important conclusions is that when
we speak of forming and employing economically active
population the discussion should be limited to population of full working age. At the same time only that part of
population should be considered under the term economically active, which works or is willing to work, seeks work
and is ready to start working. Another part, which does
not satisfy these conditions, is considered to be economically inactive population [3: 55].
The definition “economically inactive population”
may be used as one of the additional indicators calculated with respect to the total number of population. I
mean population under working age (children under 18),
population over working age (usually 65 years - retirees)
and population, which is of working age but is unemployed.
Taking these aspects into consideration, I offer the
following definition for economically inactive population:
the number of economically inactive population is equal
to the discrepancy between the sum of a number of populaBull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci., vol. 5, no. 3, 2011
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tion under working age, population over working age,
working age population and the number of economically
active populations. In each country this is a considerable
part of population that is largely dependent upon the
employed economically active population.
According to the recommendation of the ILO a person aged 15 years and above is considered to be employed if he/she was engaged in economic business at
least one hour in the last week under study [4: 7]. This
recommendation, in my opinion, has many flaws. First, a
person working only an hour during a whole week cannot
be considered to be employed. Resorting to such methodology, almost nobody will remain unemployed, especially in rural areas, and it will be impossible to draw a real
picture; second, nothing is said here about remuneration
for the work done. A person makes a contract with an
employer and starts to work because he must provide for
himself and his family. Payment for work done per hour of
even $50 would not satisfy family requirements; third, in
this concrete case it is not necessary to note the age of
employees because the above said concerns employees
of all ages.
Considering the above remarks, I offer the following
formulation of the essence of the definition “working person” (hired employee): A person is employed if, on the
basis of a contract with the employer he/she is engaged
in economic business at least for two weeks per month
and receives remuneration not less than living wage established in the country.
It would be reasonable to call persons, who are engaged in economic business less than for two weeks per
month, and their income is less than subsistence wage,
part time workers.
According to the methodology of calculation established in practice the employment rate is calculated as
follows:
Employment rate 

number of employed people
 100%
peopleaged15and over

This definition contains many errors. In my opinion,
the employment rate must be correctly formulated as follows:
number of full working
age employees
Employment rate 
 100%.
number of economically active
population of thesameage

As for ratio of total number of employees to the
number of employable population, this term may be used
as an additional indicator.
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According to the ILO strict criterion a person aged 15
and above is unemployed if during a reference week he/
she is not busy with economic activity, seeks work and is
willing to work. According to relaxed criterion by the same
Organization, a person aged 15 and above is unemployed
if during a reference week he is out of work, does not seek
a job because he has no more hope to find it, but if he
finds it he is ready to work [3: 7].
In the first place, in the existing methodology, instead
of “person aged 15 and older” a term “capable of working
age person” should be stated. There full employability is
implied. If this principle is not followed, from the standpoint of providing workplaces, the boundary between ablebodied age- and retirement age persons will be effaced and
we will not obtain a correct idea on real situation on the
labour market of the country; secondly, I think the discontinuance of registration of unemployed persons revealed
according to relaxed criterion by the SNA by individual
countries (including Georgia) on the ground that they are
not active in seeking work is unjustified. We must remember that their passiveness is due to their frustrated hope of
finding work and not by unwillingness to work.
Taking into consideration the above-mentioned and a
number of other aspects, my understanding of the definition of unemployed is this: unemployed is an able-bodied
person of full age who, owing to circumstances over which
he has no control during the last reference week is not
engaged in economic activity; has the capacity to work
and is ready to start work and, as a rule, is registered at the
labour exchange (by the State job placement service). If
such service does not exist in the State, to register the
number of unemployed, as a temporary measure, the method
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of selective for study of household economies can be used
as is the case in Georgia (and not only in Georgia).
In economic literature we come across nonuniform
understanding of the unemployment rate, i.e. wrong and
imprecise along with correct and valid concepts. For example, in one work published recently in Georgia we read
that unemployment rate is the specific share of unemployed working age population in total number of working age population [5: 362].
As is known, all persons out of work are unemployed
but not all of the unemployed are out of work. Certainly, I
mean participation in public work. Therefore, both terms
in the above excerpt, i.e. the numerator and the denominator, need to be adjusted. In my opinion, right version of
the above definition is the following:
number of full working
age unemployed
Unemployment rate 
100%.
number of economically active
population of the same age

The substance of labour force is also interpreted
differently in the literature. In my opinion, this term is
not limited only to economically active population of
working age but also to that part of full age and above
aged working population that are already employed (including partially employed persons) or wish and is ready
to work.
Considering these points, I offer such a rough formulation of labour force: Labour resources - that is sumtotal of economically active working age population, including also that part of population under and above
working age, which is more or less employed or is capable
and wishes to work and is ready to begin work.
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“dasaqmebulisa” da “umuSevris” statusis gansazRvris
meTodologia arsebiT srulyofas saWiroebs
l. Ciqava
akademiis wevri, Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti; saqarTvelos teqnikuri universiteti,Tbilisi

terminebis sworad dadgenas arsebiTi mniSvneloba aqvs mecnierulad gamarTuli msjelobisaTvis.
vgulisxmobT ara marto formulirebebs, aramed (da gansakuTrebiT) imas, Tu ra Sinaarsi devs
TiToeul maTganSi. rac ufro araorazrovani da saerTaSoriso masStabiT unificirebulia es
ukanaskneli, miT ufro gasagebia TiToeuli avtoris (frangi iqneba is Tu qarTveli) msjelobis
Sinaarsi, xolo mis safuZvelze gaTvlili maCveneblebi – urTierTSesadarisi. arada, ekonomikur
literaturasa da statistikuri aRricxvis praqtikaSi definiciebis – “daqiravebiT dasaqmebulisa”
da “umuSevris” sxvadasxvanairi interpretacia gvxvdeba. maTi Sinaarsobrivi datvirTvis avtoriseuli
formulireba aseTia:
daqiravebiT dasaqmebulia piri, romelic damqiravebelTan kontraqtiT ekonomikur saqmianobas
eweva kviraSi ara nakleb 20 saaTis ganmavlobaSi da Rebulobs saarsebo minimumze aranakleb
xelfass; umuSevari ki aris sruli Sromisunariani asakis piri, romelic muSaobis survilisa da
unaris flobis miuxedavad, misgan damoukidebeli mizezebis gamo, ar eweva ekonomikur saqmianobas
an muSaobs kviraSi 20 saaTze naklebi xnis ganmavlobaSi da Rebulobs saarsebo minimumze nakleb
xelfass.
statiaSi mocemulia amis dasabuTeba.
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